Tuesday TUNES
TORONTO, ON – A downtown Starbucks were shocked yesterday when a fellow patron had coffee thrown at her by barista Crystal McAdams. Loretta LaFond, age 24, only meant to get a cup of coffee before her afternoon chemistry tutorial. Instead, she found herself sporting burns on her face and being attacked by her Toike Oike Coffee Connoisseur coworker, McAdams.

"It’s clear that her employment with the Vatican is in jeopardy, unless she can prove that the Vatican is the source of the attack. We are hopeful that she will be able to present evidence of the Vatican’s involvement in this matter."

---

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Dear Editor,

Do you ever know how strong I am?
- David Bledewere, Engineering Science

Dear Cole,

Your Copy Editor, Cole

DearProofreader, Dasha Zolota

Dear John, Sweeney

What the fuck? We’re supposed to do the normal nights? What are you doing?
-Jake

Dear Editor, Can you please teach your writers how to use goddamn commas correctly?
-Blue and Gold Committee

Dear Editor,

I don’t want to start a new conversation here, but what is happening with the Vatican?
- Jake

Dear Editor,

What is the Toike Oike doing to improve diversity in their staff?
- Mya

The Toike Oike is a member of Canadian University Press

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO ENGINEERING SOCIETY

This is the future. I’ve come back to warn you because the world is in grave danger. Whatever you do, DO NOT become Editor-in-Chief of the Toike Oike.

The Time Travel Oike remembers.

The Vatican wins bid for 2024 Summer Olympics

Holy City to be home to world’s biggest sporting event

by Kanze Lingis

The Vatican, Rome — Pope Francis stated in a press release today that the Holy See had been selected to host the 2024 Summer Olympics. The Vatican City proved a popular choice for the Games, beating out other candidates such as Tokyo, Paris, and Los Angeles. Despite concerns about the Vatican’s limited space available, Pope Francis was optimistic that the Vatican was capable of hosting the Games in a way that would be fitting for such a prestigious event.

"The Vatican is confident that we will be able to avoid the financial troubles that plagued other Olympic Games. Usually, the host city becomes temporarily bankrupt due to the financial responsibilities of the Games. However, the Vatican should be able to afford all costs due to the billions upon billions of tax dollars they receive from across the world."

Vatican representatives also noted the city’s plans in place to work around their current lack of sports facilities. Normally the Olympics require a full-scale stadium, a mimicle plot of water for aquatic events, and a large steel loop for the athletes to hold up. In order to host a fully-functional Olympic Games, the Vatican will need to make the most efficient use possible out of the limited space available. Pope Francis has offered some of the Vatican’s famous landmarks to hold events in order to further utilize the limited space. The papal bedroom is to be used for all wrestling events and gymnasiums are to be held in the Vatican Chapel. To compensate for the obstacle of housing for the athletes the Vatican Cardinals have offered some of their living quarters. This generously of fee for conditional upon visits ending by 9pm and all lights being turned off by 10pm.

All the residents of the city were excited for this event and are hopeful that it will be a great success.

Weekend: Man vs. Martian MONDAYS

Florida’s First Annual Pope Francis run for the Olympic Throne bid.

The Vatican was shocked yesterday when a fellow customer threw coffee at her. Said one IOC spokesperson, "Vatican is the biggest city in the Vatican, after all." Pope Francis stated in a press release today that the Holy See had been selected to host the 2024 Summer Olympics. The Vatican City proved a popular choice for the Games, beating out other candidates such as Tokyo, Paris, and Los Angeles. Despite concerns about the Vatican’s limited space available, Pope Francis was optimistic that the Vatican was capable of hosting the Games in a way that would be fitting for such a prestigious event.

"The Vatican is confident that we will be able to avoid the financial troubles that plagued other Olympic Games. Usually, the host city becomes temporarily bankrupt due to the financial responsibilities of the Games. However, the Vatican should be able to afford all costs due to the billions upon billions of tax dollars they receive from across the world."

Vatican representatives also noted the city’s plans in place to work around their current lack of sports facilities. Normally the Olympics require a full-scale stadium, a mimicle plot of water for aquatic events, and a large steel loop for the athletes to hold up. In order to host a fully-functional Olympic Games, the Vatican will need to make the most efficient use possible out of the limited space available. Pope Francis has offered some of the Vatican’s famous landmarks to hold events in order to further utilize the limited space. The papal bedroom is to be used for all wrestling events and gymnasiums are to be held in the Vatican Chapel. To compensate for the obstacle of housing for the athletes the Vatican Cardinals have offered some of their living quarters. This generously of fee for conditional upon visits ending by 9pm and all lights being turned off by 10pm.

All the residents of the city were excited for this event and are hopeful that it will be a great success.

by Katie Middleton

OTTAWA, ON – A downtown Starbucks were shocked yesterday when a fellow customer threw coffee at her. Said one IOC spokesperson, "Vatican is the biggest city in the Vatican, after all." Pope Francis stated in a press release today that the Holy See had been selected to host the 2024 Summer Olympics. The Vatican City proved a popular choice for the Games, beating out other candidates such as Tokyo, Paris, and Los Angeles. Despite concerns about the Vatican’s limited space available, Pope Francis was optimistic that the Vatican was capable of hosting the Games in a way that would be fitting for such a prestigious event.

"The Vatican is confident that we will be able to avoid the financial troubles that plagued other Olympic Games. Usually, the host city becomes temporarily bankrupt due to the financial responsibilities of the Games. However, the Vatican should be able to afford all costs due to the billions upon billions of tax dollars they receive from across the world."

Vatican representatives also noted the city’s plans in place to work around their current lack of sports facilities. Normally the Olympics require a full-scale stadium, a mimicle plot of water for aquatic events, and a large steel loop for the athletes to hold up. In order to host a fully-functional Olympic Games, the Vatican will need to make the most efficient use possible out of the limited space available. Pope Francis has offered some of the Vatican’s famous landmarks to hold events in order to further utilize the limited space. The papal bedroom is to be used for all wrestling events and gymnasiums are to be held in the Vatican Chapel. To compensate for the obstacle of housing for the athletes the Vatican Cardinals have offered some of their living quarters. This generously of fee for conditional upon visits ending by 9pm and all lights being turned off by 10pm.

All the residents of the city were excited for this event and are hopeful that it will be a great success.

Pics: Vatican Popsugar

Starbucks barista finally snaps after yet another customer asks for medium-sized coffee

‘It’s called a Grande, you fucking idiot!’ barista screams before throwing scalding cup at confused customer

The Vatican wins bid for 2024 Summer Olympics

Holy City to be home to world’s biggest sporting event

by Kanze Lingis

Pope Francis stated in a press release today that the Holy See had been selected to host the 2024 Summer Olympics. The Vatican City proved a popular choice for the Games, beating out other candidates such as Tokyo, Paris, and Los Angeles. Despite concerns about the Vatican’s limited space available, Pope Francis was optimistic that the Vatican was capable of hosting the Games in a way that would be fitting for such a prestigious event.

"The Vatican is confident that we will be able to avoid the financial troubles that plagued other Olympic Games.Usually, the host city becomes temporarily bankrupt due to the financial responsibilities of the Games. However, the Vatican should be able to afford all costs due to the billions upon billions of tax dollars they receive from across the world."

Vatican representatives also noted the city’s plans in place to work around their current lack of sports facilities. Normally the Olympics require a full-scale stadium, a mimicle plot of water for aquatic events, and a large steel loop for the athletes to hold up. In order to host a fully-functional Olympic Games, the Vatican will need to make the most efficient use possible out of the limited space available. Pope Francis has offered some of the Vatican’s famous landmarks to hold events in order to further utilize the limited space. The papal bedroom is to be used for all wrestling events and gymnasiums are to be held in the Vatican Chapel. To compensate for the obstacle of housing for the athletes the Vatican Cardinals have offered some of their living quarters. This generously of fee for conditional upon visits ending by 9pm and all lights being turned off by 10pm.

All the residents of the city were excited for this event and are hopeful that it will be a great success.
Local farm unveils new Latte Spice Pumpkins

"Featuring signature spices of fall," the Latte Spice Pumpkin sweeps the awards at agricultural exhibition

time, and I think there's a hint of nutpulp. And I agree, the farm this fall, according to

In the current timeline in which O'Brien does not exist, the house in question belongs to a Ms. Parker. At the time of the events referred to above, Ms. Parker was unsure whether the house in question belongs to a Ms. Pines or to a Mr. O'Brien, which O'Brien does not exist, the house in question belongs to a Ms. Pines. It was only after finalizing his plans for Germany's next world empire with the help of his new invention, his prototype of the time machine, that he realized that he had never met a man… This is nothing like Back to the Future Part II predicted! I was way off about everything. Where the fuck is my Ronald Reagan hologram? Why would any one of people who develop really fucking stupid inventions, like his own. More moments after disembarking from the time machine, he realized that he had never met a man… This is nothing like Back to the Future Part II predicted! I was way off about everything.

Reports: Flying cars still not a reality in 2015

Back to the Future Part II was way off about everything.

by Alan Sheppard

T he Toike Oike’s Volume Eight is In Time

The Poké Time Machine

S olomon stepped into the future on November 15, 2015, and then stepped through the time machine, his movie, it looked pretty much like the future. The main disappointment was that there were no flying cars. I mean, if I could have one thing from that movie, it would be a flying car but not, I can even have that.

"A BIG THANK YOU"

We have now been a part of the farm for two months and would like to thank the Engineering Community for much of our early success! For those of you who do not yet know us, we are at 177 College Street, next door to the Second Cup.

by Samantha Summers

Tricycle Coffee-Ruins Water

V.S.

by Sabrina Nikora

S ectional Film

by Samantha Summers

Tricycle Coffee-Ruins Water

V.S.

"Featuring signature spices of fall," the Latte Spice Pumpkin sweeps the awards at agricultural exhibition

News Briefs

Hardhat Cafe Shut Down, Accused of Hardhat Cafe. Located in the small town of Airdrie, Alberta, the Cafe was accused of serving substandard food, as well as not charging for taxis in the area.

The Toike Oike is vol Ciii issue iii, November 2013

by Russel D. Jimmies

Washington D.C. mother, who has been wandering the aisles of her neighborhood home for months, was arrested for shoplifting.

The phone's demise was first noticed by Owens' twelve-year-old daughter, who dropped her iPhone into a pile of concrete before the phone died. The Toike Oike, vol Ciii issue iii, November 2013

"It's a really nice phone and I must confess to the press.

"I have literally no idea where she owns this house."

by Kate Middleton

Toike Oike Parenting Expert

by Kate Middleton

We at the Toike Oike were confident that this Adolf Hitler guy has a really solid economic plan for Germany. He seems likely to rebuild our economy faster than any other candidate. On top of that, his, he's super charismatic, I mean, for the first time since the Great War, people have hope for Germany's future. That's awesome yes on us a diplomatic level.

by Karen who has been wandering the aisles of her neighborhood home for months, was arrested for shoplifting.

News Briefs

Hardhat Cafe Shut Down, Accused of Hardhat Cafe. Located in the small town of Airdrie, Alberta, the Cafe was accused of serving substandard food, as well as not charging for taxis in the area.

The Toike Oike is vol Ciii issue iii, November 2013

by Russel D. Jimmies

Washington D.C. mother, who has been wandering the aisles of her neighborhood home for months, was arrested for shoplifting.

The phone's demise was first noticed by Owens' twelve-year-old daughter, who dropped her iPhone into a pile of concrete before the phone died. The Toike Oike, vol Ciii issue iii, November 2013

"It's a really nice phone and I must confess to the press.

"I have literally no idea where she owns this house."

by Kate Middleton

Toike Oike Parenting Expert

by Kate Middleton

We at the Toike Oike were confident that this Adolf Hitler guy has a really solid economic plan for Germany. He seems likely to rebuild our economy faster than any other candidate. On top of that, his, he's super charismatic, I mean, for the first time since the Great War, people have hope for Germany's future. That's awesome yes on us a diplomatic level.
In the beginning the Toike was created. This has made a lot of people very angry and been widely regarded as a bad move.

40,000 BC: Dick jokes written in cave. Toike Claims responsibility.

206 BC: The Great Wall of China is built to stop the Huns from toiking the Chinese.

410: The Toike sacks Rome, causing it to double over in pain. This marks the fall of the Roman Empire.

1776: The Declaration of Toikedom is written.

7456: Toike archives caught in wormhole. Time Travel Toike sent to 2013.

2 000 000: Astronauts deliver first Toike to the Sun, which immediately goes supernova in rage.

2048: Toike, programmers celebrate new millennium.

9000: Current Toike Oike Editor-in-Chief dies of brain aneurysm in excitement for over 9000 joke.

3100 BC: Written language is invented. The Toike immediately uses this to write dick jokes.

276: The Great Library of Alexandria is set on fire. The Toike is devastated as archives are lost.

1617: William Shakespeare fakes death to become editor and Chief of the Toike.

1997: Ein-Steins is founded. Quality of the Toike increases exponentially.

2033: Time Travel Toke given to current Editor-in-Chief, John Sweeney.

2 000 001: The Toronto Maple Leafs win the Stanley Cup.

2840: Humanity colonizes local star system. Toike distribution at an all time high.

400,000 BC: Humanity Discovers Fire, Toiking.

3213: Toike Prank backfires when Beetlejuice is summoned to Betelgeuse. The resulting implosion had Orion in physio for millennia.

1436: The printing press is invented; Toike production increases tenfold.

1421: The Great Wall of China is built to stop the Huns from toiking the Chinese.

141: The Toike Oike enters the world in its current form.

1205: Howard Carter finds the tomb of Tutankhamun. He is holding a Toike.

2000: Current Toike Oike Editor-in-Chief dies of brain aneurysm in excitement for over 9000 joke.

1997: Ein-Steins is founded. Quality of the Toike increases exponentially.

2048: Toike, programmers celebrate new millennium.

9000: Current Toike Oike Editor-in-Chief dies of brain aneurysm in excitement for over 9000 joke.

3213: Toike Prank backfires when Beetlejuice is summoned to Betelgeuse. The resulting implosion had Orion in physio for millennia.
TO: How do you feel about the new book.

Gi: I feel as if I’ve taken the whole Jessica thing to a place where I will end up with her at the end of the last book – and the surprising thing about resurrection secondcoming stuff was the cleanest way I could think of doing it.

TO: Understand. Despite this, how do you think your fans will navigate Vampires?

Gi: Well, if they don’t like it then I get a special place for them. Besides, it’s important that they open their hearts to all this stuff, that they actually see that there’s a meaning in it.

TO: I sound awful...and awfully like Twilight.

Gi: What’s next for a deity like you?

TO: I feel as if I’ve taken the whole Jessica thing to a place where I will end up with her at the end of the last book – and the surprising thing about resurrection secondcoming stuff was the cleanest way I could think of doing it.
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TO: I sound awful...and awfully like Twilight.

Gi: What’s next for a deity like you?
If medieval times had had Twitter:

**What would you do if you Found a Time Machine?**

by Harry T. Sickle

Toike-Oke Tech Expert

CUPERTINO, CA

The next year’s iPhone 12, the phone that has been virtually unchanged for the last five years, Apple finally unveiled their newest device, the iPhone 12 last week. Apple claims this device is both “innovative” and “groundbreaking” and hopes to push the technology world forward with this new phone.

The newest feature on this device, Tongue Recognition Technology, enables users to turn on their devices by simply licking it.

“You won’t even be using your hands anymore to turn your device on,” claims Apple CEO Tim Cook. “From now on, it’s a completely oral experience. We’ve yet again revolutionized this technology for everyone.”

Another state-of-the-art feature of the device is its 3-inch long screen, simply known as the “screeny.” Although some argue that it’s too big to fit in any pants, most users seem to be satisfied with the results.

“It feels so stiff in my hand,” said one Apple fan. However, some claim that it sticks out of their pants, and can hurt while sitting.

What caught the most attention was the fact that the phone lasts 8 hours on heavy usage. “I can play with it for hours, but it’s never been close to draining,” said a self-described heavy user. In order to maximize battery life, Apple suggests light usage at first and increasingly heavy usage as time passes.

However, all those good features take up a lot of space: the new iPhone 12 is thicker and heavier than its predecessors.

The device will be available in black only initially but Apple will later release both white and yellow versions which are supposedly smaller and lighter.

Industry analysts eagerly await what Samsung will come up with later this year but won’t be surprised if they can’t go as big as Apple. However, Samsung and other competitors already sell phones with technology on par with the iPhone 12 and have been for several years now.

The iPhone 12 is expected to penetrate the market later this fall.